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Over a period of two decades or so, Adam Smith gave a good deal of advice to
politicians. In 1766–7, he supplied information about French taxes to, and corrected
the calculations of, Charles Townshend, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, in relation
to the Sinking Fund designed to repay debt incurred during the Seven Years War; the
fund was topped up in Townshend’s 1767 budget. He also advised Lord Shelburne
on colonial policy at this time.1 Lord North thanked Smith for his advice on his
1777 Budget, when he took ideas from the Wealth of Nations for two new taxes,
on manservants and on property sold by auction. He took two more ideas in 1778:
the malt tax and a very Smithian duty on the rentable value of buildings.2 Also in
1778, Smith wrote ‘Thoughts on the State of the Contest with America’, a long and
considered memorandum setting out different options for British policy towards the
American colonies, then in revolt, at the request of his friend Alexander Wedderburn,
the Solicitor General.
In 1779, Smith gave advice to Henry Dundas, Lord Advocate of Scotland, on
the idea of a consolidating union between Britain and Ireland, which would free
up trade and relieve the Irish of the burden imposed by the Navigation Acts. He
was invited to give evidence on how to limit smuggling to a House of Commons
committee in 1783. And in the mid-1780s, there is the famous story of the younger
Pitt, then prime minister, and many of his cabinet acknowledging Smith as their
teacher. Apocryphal or not, it underlines Smith’s intellectual influence, and may
hint at specific advice as well. Still more influenced perhaps by the writings of
Josiah Tucker, Pitt made serious efforts to liberalize trade with Ireland and France,
including through his support for the short-lived Eden Treaty of 1786.3
A fair amount has been written by Smith’s biographers and others about these
individual occasions for advice. But there has been no overall treatment.4 One
reason for this is a dearth of specific evidence. There are a large number of public
issues or political events – ranging from the slave trade to the Union of 1707 –
on which we know Smith’s views, and his advice was regularly sought by public
figures, especially after publication of the Wealth of Nations in 1776. Smith also
wrote more than a few letters offering specific advice to others, including notably
to William Cullen in 1774 on the proposal in Scotland to restrict medical practice
to those with two years of certified medical study. But these various episodes of
advice are glimpses; the written record is generally thin, and we know little from
other sources about any oral advice Smith may have given, or of any other work or
working practices he may have had as adviser.
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Still, we can say a few things up front. Smith’s advice was sporadic, delivered
largely informally and outside official channels to politicians working at the
highest level, at their request, including two serving prime ministers and one
future one. Smith himself was a professor at the University of Glasgow between
1751 and 1764, and a tutor and independent scholar from 1764 to 1778. But he was
far from naïve about politics, or indeed life.5 He was well connected through his
friendships with officials such as Sir Grey Cooper, Secretary of the Treasury after
1765, and with political ‘men of business’ such as Townshend, Dundas and Burke.
And he was drawn closer to politics after publication of the Wealth of Nations,
and especially during his own service as a Commissioner of Customs for Scotland
from 1778 until his death in 1790.
In a world starting to be defined by political groupings if not recognizable
political parties, Smith was eclectic, maintaining good relations with politicians in
different parts of the Commons. His work as adviser began on a purely personal
basis for Townshend, who had earlier arranged for Smith to accompany his
stepson the Duke of Buccleuch on a European tour; and except for his customs
work it remained so. Overall, his various pieces of advice covered the provision
of information, mathematical calculation, contextual analysis, presentation of
policy options, and specific recommendations alongside supporting argument and
evidence. It ranged from technical aspects of taxation to specific matters of political
economy to political issues of the widest contemporary importance. Finally, it
covered what we might think of as a subcategory of advice, recommendations of
specific individuals to others for support or advancement.
Outside a few set pieces, Smith gave incidental advice to senior politicians,
such as to William Eden in 1780 on new potential sources of public revenue;
this practice followed the same expanding pathway after 1776. Smith was very
active as a Commissioner of Customs after 1778, notably in the regulation and
suppression of smuggling, and the Board of Commissioners was expected to give
advice on a corporate basis to the Lords of the Treasury in London on revenue and
trade matters, and to help in the preparation of bills for parliament. Smith himself
as Commissioner appears to have made specific proposals for the automatic
warehousing of imports, and for higher remuneration of customs officials, both
foreshadowed in the Wealth of Nations.6 Finally, Smith gave the young Duke of
Buccleuch, an important public figure if not a politician, a considerable amount of
advice, both as mentor in their tour of France in 1764 to 1766, and later in helping
the Duke to reconstruct his estates and his fortune after his disastrous losses from
the collapse of the Ayr Bank in 1772.
My focus, however, is not on these pieces of advice as such. It is to ask more
fundamental questions. What was the intellectual context for Smith’s work as
adviser? How did Smith himself think of advice, and the role of an adviser? How
far does reflection on these issues have implications for advisers and politicians
working today? I will try to address these questions not only from an academic
perspective, but also in the light of my own personal experience as a government
minister and former director of a UK think tank.
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I
The first question, on the intellectual context for Smith’s work as adviser, requires
a much longer treatment than can be given here, not least because of the very wide
range of his intellectual interests. But we can usefully distinguish some key themes.
As several scholars have highlighted, questions of advice and counsel to rulers, and
of the relation between the counselled and the counsellor, or councillor, have been
relatively little explored in the academic literature.7 Attention has mainly focused
on three areas: on the emergence of conciliar traditions in England and Scotland,
especially through the privy council and parliament; on counsel to monarchs
during the constitutional and ecclesiastical crises of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries; and on the Renaissance mirror of princes tradition. So far at least, little
specific work has been done on counsel in the later eighteenth century.
Of these areas, the most explored is perhaps the mirror of princes tradition:
the body of Renaissance writings, originating with formal letters and speeches
in the Italian city states, which laid out forms of address and communication,
and in due course substantive principles, for the guidance of virtuous rulers.8 In
the early sixteenth century many of these themes were taken up or contested in
different ways, notably by Machiavelli in The Prince, Erasmus in The Education of
a Christian Prince, Castiglione in The Courtier and Thomas More in Utopia.9
With one important exception, there is not much to suggest that Smith engaged
in any deep way with this literature. This most resolute of anti-utopians must
surely have read Utopia, which contains a very important dialogue on counsel.
Otherwise, however, there is little evidence that More, or indeed Erasmus or
Castiglione, positively influenced Smith’s thought, and none of their works is listed
in Mizuta’s index to Smith’s library.10 The exception is Machiavelli, whose collected
works were in the library, and to whom Smith refers regularly.
Matters are very different, however, in relation to ancient Greek and Roman
literature. In the famous ‘ship of state’ analogy of Book 6 of Plato’s Republic,
Socrates argues that the state is like a ship, which can only be steered or governed
by those with the requisite skill or technê. For Socrates, that implies a specially
reared and trained class of guardians able to unite the intelligence and dispassion
of the philosopher with a king’s capacity for leadership. Ruling cannot simply be a
matter of contingent character and circumstance; there must be technê involved as
well. If the captain of the ship is not himself a pilot, according to Plato’s Socrates,
he may need a pilot with the requisite technê to advise him.
We can identify three strands of distinct but interlocking response or
development to these ideas within classical literature: philosophical, exemplary
and prescriptive. Where does the technê required for excellent or virtuous rule (the
ideas overlap heavily in Greek) come from? For Aristotle in the Nichomachean
Ethics, it comes from habituation through practical experience, after a period
of education. Processes of education and practical learning are given canonical
expression within a single famous life in the Education of Cyrus by Xenophon, and
for multiple pairs of notable figures in Plutarch’s Lives. Both works are studded
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with moralizing episodes designed to distinguish effective from ineffective rule,
virtuous from vicious conduct; and Plutarch is explicit about drawing out specific
lessons. Finally, there are works which actively seek to give advice to actual or
would-be rulers: in particular, Seneca’s De Clementia, addressed to the young
emperor Nero, recommending mercy as part of virtuous rule, and Cicero’s De
officiis, setting out a general approach to virtuous conduct as part of a preparation
for public life.
These ideas retained their currency into the eighteenth century. The
Nichomachean Ethics remained a central part of the Scottish university curriculum
at that time. The exemplary strand of counsel was given new life in Fénelon’s
Les Aventures de Télémaque (1699): the fictional education of Odysseus’s son
Telemachus and his tutor, Mentor, which was a huge success across Europe. And
Seneca’s works had earlier been critically edited by Justus Lipsius in 1605, as the
culmination of Lipsius’s well-known defence of Senecan stoicism in a Christianized
form. All these works were in Smith’s library at his death.
In England, traditions of conciliar statecraft are rooted in the Germanic patterns
of assembly and advice recorded by Tacitus. These assemblies could be small groups
of wise men, but by the time of Æthelstan in the tenth century there also appear
assemblies with a more regularized and national character. Three hundred years
before the establishment of parliament in the second half of the thirteenth century,
a distinction was already being drawn between decisions on public questions
made by the monarch in council, that is on advice, and decisions made by the
monarch in a personal capacity, without advice; and it was increasingly accepted
that the former possessed a degree of legitimacy which the latter did not. This was
still more the case when an assembly was charged with gathering or spreading
information from others; and when a larger assembly took on a representative
character, as parliament started to do in the thirteenth century.11
Over time it became an expectation, indeed a duty on the monarch, to take
counsel on great public matters, a trend which was gradually reinforced through
parliament. And both in its deliberative and legislative functions, parliament
was itself a hotbed of talkers whose debates and business required increasingly
expert management, and hence advice, from those around the monarch, when
management was possible at all. Overall, then, a ruler might consult or take advice
from friends or familiares, from courtiers or officials, from a smaller assembly or
privy council, and from a large assembly or parliament. All of these overlapping
circles had their uses.
In his own time, Smith had a direct opportunity to observe these different
circles of advice in operation, albeit in very different contexts. But he also had
insights into the early historical record, through his friend David Hume’s bestselling History of England. Among much else, this traced with great care the
origins of parliament from its Germanic origins to the English Civil War, and it
also explored issues directly relating to advice, including legal formulas such as
‘advice and consent’, the relationships of intimacy and status conferred through
advice, and the risks associated with advice given in writing rather than orally.
Smith’s library also included Robert Brady’s Introduction to the Old English
History (1684), which digested and reproduced early charters and other legal
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source material, in addition to a range of English legal texts by Coke, Blackstone,
Hale, Hawkins, Selden, Spelman and others, attesting to and informing his interest
in jurisprudence. And it is worth noting that Edmund Burke, to whom Smith grew
increasingly close in the 1770s, had himself written a short history of England
and a separate history of the laws of England, both unfinished. So there is good
reason to think Smith had, not merely a sophisticated understanding of law – his
Lectures on Jurisprudence make that clear – but access to nuanced explanations of
the historical development of legal–constitutional counsel.
Finally, there are the advisory claims to be derived from the emerging subject of
political economy itself. Smith was famously tight-lipped in his acknowledgement
or praise for other writers in that broad area, and this may encourage the idea
that he was not widely read in their works. But the suggestion seems unlikely.
According to Rae, Smith once professed himself ‘a beau in nothing but my
books’.12 At one point in his letters he pesters his publisher Cadell for four boxes
of books he has ordered, and thanks him for sending works on trade by Adam
Anderson and Malachi Postlethwayt;13 in another he outlines to Lord Hailes the
extreme care he has taken to amass books and pamphlets on corn prices.14 These
examples underline the attention he paid to gaining comprehensive and accurate
information. Smith had regular access to libraries in London and Scotland, so the
books in his own library are likely to be working volumes. Books were expensive,
and in an age of reviews but before dust jackets or Wikipedia articles, there were
limited opportunities to glean their contents indirectly. Scholars bought books
because they wanted to read them and draw on their ideas.
Alongside his collections on history and jurisprudence, at his death Smith had
a very substantial library of books on political economy, which included works
by Bentham, Hume, Jenyns, Price, Steuart, Tucker, and Young, as well as earlier
works by Josiah Child, John Law, and Thomas Mun. Among French writers, he
owned works by Cantillon, Mirabeau, Necker, Quesnay, Turgot, and d’Holbach, as
well as specific studies of agriculture, customs and excise, taxation and finance, the
latter including annuities, banking, coinage, credit, money, weights and measures,
and analyses of commodities such as corn, herring, potash, salt, wheat, and wool.
As regards specific individuals who had served as advisers, Smith had access to
information about men such as John Law, who had advised the Duke of Orléans,
regent to Louis XV, ultimately ruinously; and he had the specific example to hand
of the French physiocrats, led by Francois Quesnay, whom he knew personally,
and for whom he developed both a great affection and, in the Wealth of Nations, a
blistering intellectual critique.

II
What, then, did Smith take to be the content of advice on matters of political
economy? In the first place, we can see that he appears to share certain wider
assumptions and expectations about the activity of advising itself: that the
provision of coherent advice was actually possible, and could be effective. More
specifically, these assumptions included: that the world was an imperfect place,
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in which evils could exist and persist; that there was nevertheless such a thing
as a common good, a good (since the mid-seventeenth century at least) not
necessarily to be identified with the interests of the monarch; that this good, and
likewise certain specific evils, could be improved or damaged by actions taken by
a ruler or government; that wise advice could be helpful, and bad advice hurtful,
in formulating and taking such action; and that the state could be a more or less
effective instrument by which to act. These views stand in stark contrast to later
laissez-faire caricatures of Smith.
That said, it is important to be clear that the status, value and nature of
commerce, let alone its specifics, were contested topics in late eighteenth century
Britain. ‘Political economy’ was not a recognized body of knowledge as such; it had
no sanctified texts, no authorizing institutions and no recognized experimental
basis to give it external credibility. And it appeared of limited applicability, since
it related to commerce in peacetime, in a time of recurrent and energy-sapping
warfare. Even the phrase itself had a feeling of novelty – James Steuart’s Inquiry
into the Principles of Political Economy (1767) was the first English-language work
to feature it in its title – combining as it did the latent paradox of two hitherto
contrasted Greek ideas, polis and oikos, city(state) and household.
But this is far from the end of the story. Smith brings other assumptions,
indeed a specific orientation, to his own work. From Hume he derives the idea
of a ‘science of man’: a unified and general account of human life in all its major
aspects, based on facts and human experience. In Newtonian spirit, Hume had
written in the Introduction to the Treatise that ‘There is no question of importance
whose decision is not comprised in the science of man’. It followed from this that
‘Even mathematics, natural philosophy and natural religion are in some measure
dependent on the science of man’.15 And Smith himself had tracked his preferred
conception of science back to Newton in his essay on The Principles which Lead
and Direct Philosophical Enquiries; Illustrated by the History of Astronomy. There
Smith argues that scientific discovery is reliant on the imagination, and the history
of astronomy illustrates this through a progression of imaginative attempts to find
such order in chaos: first among the ancients, then in the Ptolemaic system, and
more recently in the work of thinkers such as Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler, Galileo,
Descartes and Newton himself.
Bringing political economy under the heading of science thus meant the
imaginative elucidation of leading principles which reduced the epicycles of other
thinkers to a small set of basic principles, in the manner of Newton’s laws. It was
the evident ambition of both Steuart and Smith – underlined in the latter’s case by
the full title of An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations – to
give this emerging subject a systematic and comprehensive theoretical treatment.
Thus when Smith remarked of Steuart’s own Inquiry in a letter to his friend
Pulteney in 1772 that ‘I flatter myself, that every false principle in it, will meet with
a clear and distinct confutation in mine’, he was not merely point-scoring; he was
making the deepest intellectual criticism he could of Steuart’s work, and asserting
the Newtonian primacy of what would become the Wealth of Nations.16
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However, Smith also gives this theoretical viewpoint what might be termed
a Baconian-Scottish-Montesquieuian practical twist. His science of man is not
simply a ‘remedy against superstition’. The Wealth of Nations is clearly intended
to be more even than a pathbreaking analysis of the principles and workings of
political economy; it is also an argument for Smithian political economy itself as
an improving science or source of good policy, and still more prescriptively, as a
polemic against the evil policy effects of what he refers to as the agricultural and
mercantile systems.
Smith thus brings a sophisticated theoretical and practical viewpoint to the
idea of advice on political economy, so that the picture sketched earlier becomes
itself the subject of sustained examination and qualification. He does not merely
accept the idea of a common good; he has a theory of it. This focuses on the
historical development of a commercial society, in which he saw personal
dependency as replaced by presumptive relations of equality between individuals.
He argues that commerce in such a society should generally take place through
markets, in which people can trade as they see fit subject to law. That in turn
reflects a policy governed by his ‘system of natural liberty’, not by agricultural or
mercantile preference.
The state can be effective or ineffective, the ruler venal or statesmanlike. But,
crucially, for Smith the broad test for policy in political economy is one of utility,
and that utility is to be assessed not in relation to the position of the ruler, the state
or its producers (which may have interests of their own) but by reference to the
interests, wealth and wellbeing of consumers, or more widely, of those affected by
the policy. As Smith says, ‘The law ought always to trust people with the care of
their own interest, as in their local situations they must generally be able to judge
better of it than the legislator can do’.17
The effect of this striking intellectual démarche is to cut through prior debates
as to the aims of economic policy – be they the acquisition of foreign exchange or
bullion, maintenance of employment, leadership in strategic industries, domestic
value addition, support for manufacturing or the expansion of state or royal power
– in favour of a focus on consumers and the common interest. Smith is not a
classical utilitarian in the Benthamite sense; he is much more qualified, and more
focused on the overall usefulness of rules and institutions than on the utilitymaximizing effects of actions. He makes no appeal to religious principles, but he
does not seek to prescind questions of ethical value from political economy; so,
for example, his four maxims of taxation reflect a concern for fairness, and so
legitimacy and justice, as well as for efficiency. But his viewpoint remains broadly
utilitarian, and this brings with it a commitment to analysing policy in terms of
outcomes, of ordering or ranking those outcomes so as to be able to choose the
best, and so in many cases to forms of what would now be called cost–benefit
analysis.
How far Smith is original or not in all this remains much debated. But what
is so striking to a modern eye is not just the depth and quality of his thought,
but the sheer scale and persistence of the intellectual reorientation it represents.
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Commerce, utility, interests, consumers, wellbeing, competition, markets,
improvement, a science of political economy, emphasis on the exchange of ideas,
a certain presumed intellectual equality with and among the audience … we are
recognizably in the modern world of policy creation and development.
Remarkably, the same is true for language itself. Smith’s early Lectures on
Rhetoric and Belles Lettres – the closest he comes to the mirror of princes tradition,
but inspired by his reading of the classical rhetoricians – make clear his preference
for directness and simplicity in language, and his rejection of the ornate tropes
of the classical rhetoricians. The lectures were in part designed to assist young
Scotsmen making their way in polite society, while at the same time assisting the
creation in Scotland of an effective common language encouraging to professional
work, commercial exchange and scientific progress. As Smith put it, ‘when the
sentiment of the speaker is expressed in a neat, clear, plain and clever manner,
and the passion or affection he is possessed of and intends, by sympathy, to
communicate to his hearer, is plainly and cleverly hit off, then and then only the
expression has all the force and beauty that language can give it’.18
Language is thus a crucial part of Smith’s developing vision of commercial
society. As with all human exchange, commercial transactions rely on imagination.
It is imagination that enables buyers and sellers to anticipate each others’ needs;
but this in turn relies on sympathy, for Smith an immediate human capacity to
detect and reflect the psychological states of others; and the operation of sympathy
relies on proper and perspicuous language.
Following John Guy, historians have identified distinct languages or modes
of advice or counsel in the early modern period, including ‘feudal-baronial’,
‘humanist-classical’ and ‘prophetic-providential’ modes in the sixteenth century.19
We can read Smith two hundred years later as both arguing for and theorizing the
claims of another linguistic mode, a descriptive-pragmatic commercial mode. It is
a mode he uses to great effect in the Wealth of Nations, but it is especially evident
in his memorandum to Wedderburn of 1778 on the American war, which in
enumerating and examining four specific options is cool, exhaustive and analytic
in tone.20 One reason why that memorandum retains a modern feel to it even today
is that this Smithian mode of expression has remained the preferred language of
policymaking into the twenty-first century.

III
Smith described his political–economic thought on occasion as ‘the system of
natural liberty’. But in relation to rulers, governors and states, he also describes
it as ‘the science of a legislator’. What is this science? We can get a more precise
feel for it by considering what Smith says in one specific context of advice: on
trade policy. As is now well understood, Smith’s views on trade are far from the
laissez-faire caricature. Indeed, in the Wealth of Nations he advocates a wide range
of what would now be termed interventions. These include: the Navigation Acts;
taxing spirits more than beer to reduce consumption of alcohol; the granting of
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temporary monopolies to stimulate overseas trade in remote or hostile regions; a
duty in law to pay workers in cash rather than in kind, as protection against fraud;
higher taxes on rents in kind than on money rents; the compulsory registration
of mortgages; enforcement of building standards; sterling marks on silver plate
and stamps on textiles, to show quality; special regulation of the banks, and of
currency; and even a five per cent limit on the maximum rate of interest.
Overall, we can very crudely summarize the core of Smith’s view of trade as
follows: trade permitted both sides to realize mutual benefit and, by increasing
market size, to increase productivity. From this flows his general preference for
free exchange (‘All systems, either of preference or of restraint, therefore, being
thus completely taken away, the obvious and simple system of natural liberty
establishes itself of its own accord’); and so for the abolition of import restraint
and export promotion via duties, subsidies, tariffs and bounties. Markets required
government in the first instance to secure property rights, but government
interventions were inevitably shaped by partial information, shortsightedness, and
conflicting interests. As Smith put it,
The sovereign is completely discharged from a duty, in the attempting to perform
which he must always be exposed to innumerable delusions, and for the proper
performance of which no human wisdom or knowledge could ever be sufficient;
the duty of superintending the industry of private people, and of directing it
towards the employments most suitable to the interest of the society.21

This, however, is not by any means the end of the matter. Zoom in a little, and we
see that Smith’s detailed approach to free trade – his view in context, as it were – is
a qualified one. National security trumps political economy, for one thing; hence
his support for the (highly restrictive) Navigation Acts. For another, he is prepared
to contemplate deviations from free exchange in general where there is a clear
public policy case based on other priorities; such as the need to shield workers
from exploitation, or the restraint of usury and speculation. Moreover, although
Smith holds that a nation’s interest is best served by maintaining its own openness
to trade even where other nations do not – since on balance their duties, subsidies
etc. tend to raise domestic prices, reduce activity and limit competition – this view
too is qualified. Sometimes retaliation may be worthwhile, in order to keep the
other side honest and encourage them to reopen their markets. But even where
import duties are to be lowered, that should be done gradually to prevent the
dislocation and damage of a flood of imports.

IV
But the idea of a ‘science of a legislator’ carries a further implication in relation to
our topic of advice. This is that Smith is in effect seeking to reorient the whole field
away from its traditional preoccupations. Instead of advice being the province of
one or more senior individuals chosen for their wisdom and loyalty, he is trying to
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depersonalize the provision of advice altogether, for the Smithian legislator is one
‘whose deliberations ought to be governed by general principles which are always
the same’. The focus is on the content of advice rather than on the identity or status
of the adviser. And there appears to be a latent contrast here with the figure of
the Lycurgan patriotic statesman presented by James Steuart, whose powers and
knowledge are such that he is almost above advice.
Part of the systematizing effect of a science, according to Smith, is to render
explicit what had previously been hidden or confused: to exhibit the assumptions
and logical workings of a body of thought so that they can be publicly scrutinized
and challenged. In principle, then, the Smithian picture seems to be that anyone
can offer useful opinions to a political leader, provided that they have thoroughly
absorbed and understood, and can reason in accordance with, the blend of political
economy, jurisprudence and normative moral psychology that constitutes Smith’s
science of a legislator.
Yet this cannot be quite right, for two related reasons. The first is that Smith
was far too much of a realist to think that any human activity could ever be
theorized in any complete or final sense, and the picture he paints of dynamic and
concatenating human economic and moral activity is quite at odds with this. For
similar reasons, he is not well understood as a proto-general equilibrium theorist,
as I have argued elsewhere.22
But this in turn leads on to a crucial distinction, which is sometimes elided
in the literature of and on advice. Policy is not the same thing as advice. Policy
is usually defined as the plan or approach of government, or another agent, to a
given public issue. It may relate to a new issue or to a standing or recurrent area
of activity, as in monetary or fiscal or health policy. But it is silent on two central
matters: as to exactly how, and how far, its rules are to be applied in a specific
context; and as to the character and capacity of the decision maker. Advice, by
contrast, is the recommendation of a specific course of action to a client. The
adviser’s task is to identify or craft the best course of action in the (potentially
changing) circumstances, all things considered. The task of the client – the prince,
the government, the agency – is to sift rapidly through often conflicting advice
until he or she can establish the preferred option, while remaining alert to bias and
adverse interest among their advisers, and (ideally) sensitive to their own personal
or institutional limitations and resource constraints. Amid much else.
Smith observes, if he does not quite explicitly frame, this important distinction.
The Wealth of Nations constantly moves, in its immense heterogeneity and breadth,
between more general and more specific contexts of policy. It was mined from first
publication for policy ideas, as we have noted. It approaches very closely to advice,
especially on tax matters, where client and context are already understood. But
ultimately it is a work of policy, not of advice. It is interesting to note that there is
no epistle dedicatory; the work is not addressed to any individual. That is part of
its point.
Arguably the book’s central achievement is to orient political economy for the
first time firmly around markets and competition, and its treatment of markets
makes the point well. On the one hand, we have Smith’s broad theory of market
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exchange; on the other, his detailed discussions of numerous different markets,
ranging from those for capital, land and labour to wool, herring and bills of
exchange. Just as Smith qualifies his overall views of trade policy in specific
contexts, so he qualifies his overall view of markets in relation to specific markets.
It follows from Smith’s analysis that different markets operate in different
contexts, which may demand very different advice to be given to legislators if those
markets are to work effectively. Thus, for example, Smith argues that the market
for corn should be deregulated, but that for bills of exchange should be regulated
to deter speculation. The market for labour is an intermediate case: ‘Whenever
the legislature attempts to regulate the differences between masters and their
workmen, its counsellors are always the masters. When the regulation, therefore,
is in favour of the workmen, it is always just and equitable; but it is sometimes
otherwise when in favour of the masters’.23 The same differentiated approach can
in principle operate at any level of specificity: the market for land in Bristol may be
very different to that for land in London, and so on. But it would be a further step,
one not taken in the book, to set out tailored and dated advice to a government as
client on whether and how to regulate or deregulate these markets in context to
best effect.

V
We can be more explicit about the contrast between policy and advice – and the
nature of technê – by drawing on the Aristotelian idea of the practical syllogism,
which describes a piece of reasoning ending in an action.24 In relation to general
policy creation, this might yield the following:
[Political principle P]: Increase the value of consumable goods annually
produced by Great Britain25
1

Adopt the policy which best achieves P

2

Policy A best achieves P
——

3

Adopt policy A

In relation to advice, it might look more like this:
[Political principle P]: Increase the value of consumable goods annually
produced by Great Britain
1*

In relevant circumstances X, Y, Z, to achieve P, adopt policy B

2*

The relevant circumstances here and now are X, Y, Z
——

3*

Adopt policy B
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where ‘relevant circumstances X, Y, Z’ might cover such things as a named
client, a specific market, a location, a stipulated time period, a political context
(parliament, media reaction, public opinion), a regulatory environment, current
or anticipated governmental tax, spend or regulatory powers laid down in law, the
capacity and energy of the implementing agency or minister, and the potential
effect of feedback loops liable to undermine or negate the effect of the policy. All
these against a context of irreducible uncertainty about the future.
This analysis allows us to draw a rough-and-ready distinction between the
political level (debate about the ends of policy, here P), the technical or expert
level (here, 1*), and the specific advisory level (here, 2*). Of course it is crude:
among other things, there will be political debate at every ‘level’, and debate about
whether the concluding policy action is on balance more worthwhile than the
status quo. But it has other merits. First, it gives a fairly clear separation between
the policy and advisory levels. Secondly, it brings out the crucial importance of
context, since circumstances X, Y, Z may pragmatically encourage policy B, while
circumstances X’, Y’, Z’ – singly or collectively – may encourage policy C. And
thirdly, it highlights the value of Smith’s political economy, indeed his ‘science of
man’: as a specific but non-idiosyncratic inspiration for political principle P, as a
tool for means–end policy reasoning (1* vs possible alternative 1’, 1’’, etc.) and as a
utility-based intellectual framework within which to debate and advise on policy
(P, 1*-3*). All in all, it underlines how much ‘art’ is involved in the provision of
good, effective advice, however putatively ‘scientific’ it may also be.
But this analysis also allows us to be more precise about one of Smith’s most
famous remarks. In the final edition of The Theory of Moral Sentiments, he
denounced the ‘Man of System … who seems to imagine that he can arrange the
different members of a great society with as much ease as the hand arranges the
different pieces upon a chessboard’.26 For Smith, the man of system has made an
intellectual mistake: ‘He does not consider that the pieces upon the chessboard
have no other principle of motion besides that which the hand impresses upon
them; but that, in the great chessboard of human society, every single piece has a
principle of motion of its own, altogether different from that which the legislature
might choose to impress upon it’. We might characterize the error thus: the man
of system is acting according to an abstract theoretical principle, rather than one
relativized to circumstance and context. His commitment to theory has blinded
him. He cannot be advised.
However, the man of system also makes a pragmatic mistake, in attempting to
enforce his narrow vision on others. This is oppressive and unjust; but it is also
imprudent, for it fails to consider all the dynamic factors X’, Y’, Z’ that may cause
the policy to fail. As the examples of free trade and domestic market regulation
make clear, this is a fate Smith’s pragmatic, qualified approach to policy is
designed to avoid. It is no accident, then, that for a work of ‘science’ the Wealth of
Nations contains a great deal of history. History and experience help to create the
sensitivity to context on which effective advice relies. Far from creating epicycular
embarrassment, Smith’s qualifications are a central part of the overall picture.
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This Montesquieuian preoccupation with context in turn implies a deep
critique of utopian, memoryless, one-size-fits-all solutions or swingeing attempts
at policymaking divorced from circumstance, a critique Smith did not shrink
from making in relation to Quesnay and the physiocrats. But as often with Smith,
there is also a deeper latent contrast here between Britain and France. By the lateeighteenth-century Britain’s system of government required much domestic policy
in particular to be debated by MPs in parliament before it could be authorized,
legislated for or funded. It contained mechanisms of feedback and review for
policies once launched, and it exhibited a healthy distrust of personal authority.
Parliamentary debates were increasingly reported after 1771, as punishment
for breaches of privilege fell away. These facts encouraged the emergence of a
more ‘constitutional’ approach to advice. And they continue to underwrite the
remarkably sanguine popular acceptance of huge centralized power in Britain
even today.
France was different. The structures of absolute monarchy around the French
court permitted political appointees to exercise personal power as intendants des
finances and ministers, and the country’s dire financial situation pushed would-be
reformers to act quickly. That was what Turgot, and then Necker, sought to do. And
that was why outside experts, even philosophers, could be brought to the centre
of executive decision-making. The same was not true in Britain. The wider lack of
consent, and the inevitably limited duration of personal power by appointment,
placed extreme difficulties in the face of French reformers. Their British advisory
counterparts had to settle for influence at the fringes of politics, if at all.

VI
It is likely that Dr Richard Price was one of those whom Smith had in mind in
discussing his Man of System. Certainly Price was a principal target for Burke’s
parallel attack in his Reflections on the pernicious effects of abstract reasoning in
politics. And Smith was privately scathing about Price: ‘Price’s speculations cannot
fail to sink into the neglect that they always deserved. I have always considered
him as a factious citizen, a most superficial Philosopher and by no means an able
calculator’.27
The same dismissal was true in relation to Lord Shelburne. Smith was polite
but reserved in his dealings with politicians, and maintained a cordial working
relationship with this notoriously difficult man over twenty-five years. But as John
Rae records, he was privately contemptuous of Shelburne’s behaviour in spreading
false information against Fox in 1763, and full of praise for Burke’s decision in
1782 not to stay in post when Shelburne became prime minister.
This illustrates a wider point. Great political leaders might be ‘men of system’
and ‘projectors’. But for Smith the mass of politicians conformed to a very different
type: what he called ‘that insidious and crafty animal, vulgarly called a statesman or
politician, whose councils are directed by the momentary fluctuations of affairs’.28
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There is a contrast here with Smith’s positive and inclusive view of ordinary citizens;
he does not appear to share Hume’s commitment to the ‘just political maxim [that]
every man must be supposed a knave’.29 Outside politics, that is.
But within politics there is another archetype: that of the man of public spirit,
who configures ‘his public arrangements to the confirmed habits and prejudices of
the people … When he cannot establish the right, he will not disdain to ameliorate
the wrong; but like Solon, when he cannot establish the best system of laws, he
will endeavour to establish the best that the people can bear’.30 Similarly, for Smith
the adviser should also aspire to the wisdom of Solon, and of the realistic ‘second
best’. They should be engaged but independent, non-aligned and cautious, aware
of the uncertainties and risks of deliberate but mistaken action. They should speak
in propria persona, and not on behalf of an institution or interest; and there is
little suggestion with him of the idea, prevalent in British politics until at least the
middle of the twentieth century, that those close to positions of power should be
wealthy and landed, that is ‘interested’ in a more general sense.
In his own case Smith must have benefitted as an adviser from having all these
characteristics. He evidently had no interest in becoming a principal himself.
He was of the intelligentsia, possessed of an income but uninterested in further
accumulation, without great wealth or property, an academic not a courtier or
merchant or financier, a Fellow of the Royal Society, Scottish and so not readily
classifiable, but of perhaps reassuringly lower social status to senior politicians.
His tone is cool, appraising; and as we would say today, professional.
Over more than two decades Smith himself built a serious record as an adviser.
Indeed, more than anyone before him perhaps even including Locke, he anticipates
the modern idea of the academically credentialed expert (credentials in his case
greatly enhanced by his published works) giving advice from outside politics –
however fragile and imperfectly realized that idea has proven to be of late. But his
contribution went far wider than that. He set out a canonical and recognizably
modern statement of political economy as a means to describe and analyse
human behaviour; he reshaped the tools of policy analysis; he characterized the
baleful effects of specific interests on politics; and he massively reoriented both
the context and the very language of private and public economic decisionmaking. His qualified, realistic and pragmatic approach to policy again belies the
twentieth-century caricatures of him as a laissez-faire theorist, or early advocate of
the efficient market hypothesis or rational economic man. And in his own time, it
belied the caricature of him by Thomas Paine and the French revolutionaries as a
revolutionary radical – as any of them could readily have discovered.
In our own time, as I have argued elsewhere, there are many aspects of Smith’s
thought that policymakers still fail to grasp, to their cost.31 These include: the
emptiness of political rhetoric about free markets; the central importance of
effective market competition; the individuality of different markets and the policy
responses that market failure or inadequacy in each case demands; the escalating
dangers of rent extraction, especially as enabled by new technology; and more
generally the dynamic and ever-evolving nature of economic life. But Smith has
much to teach us outside modern economics too: about the central importance
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of legitimacy and norms of justice and fairness to effective policymaking; the
importance of human dignity; and the need to nudge policy back from a focus
on firm profits and towards wages. These lessons appear more relevant than ever
today.
In relation to advice, Smith’s practice exemplifies his recognition of the value
and the limits of expertise, the centrality of context and history, the importance
of the state, and the need to tailor advice to political circumstance and to the
ability and capacity of the client. These ideas remain at the heart of the effective
provision of advice to political leaders today. But when advisers become public
figures, when they aspire to a more Napoleonic system of government, when they
call for drastic upheavals in policy or practice, we may hear echoes of physiocracy
unsuited to ‘the confirmed habits and prejudices’ of the British people.32 Those
in and around British politics have never been free from inflated political selfpresentation, paper-thin claims to expertise, ideology, and interests masquerading
as the public good, or a yearning for personal control. To all of these, Smith’s work
and his example stand as something of a corrective.
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